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We were very saddened to learn that Greg McLoughlin passed away on 23rd December.
A quiet and unassuming man, Greg knew his condition was incurable and we always
admired his stoical attitude to living with that knowledge. He was an example to us all.
Before illness took its toll, Greg was a great enthusiast for open spaces, with a particular
passion for walking many a rugged route across hills, dales and mountains.
It was a pleasure for me to offer advice to Greg whilst he gathered images and improved
his photography to achieve his WCC General Diploma in early 2018. As part of the
Diploma Team the following year, I was delighted to see him achieve further success with
his beautiful Photo-Book, for the WCC Specialised Diploma.
I always enjoyed discussing approaches to photography with Greg, exploring how to
interpret and give personal expression to a project. Greg’s wider interest in art and mixed
media work gave him a broader insight than most. I’ll certainly miss our conversations,
and his absence will be felt amongst the wider membership of WCC.

Greg’s General Diploma Panel
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Barb and I were greatly saddened to learn of the passing of our fellow WCC member and
friend Greg McLoughlin.
I was delighted to have been involved in helping Greg work towards getting his WCC
Specialised Nature Diploma.
Barb and I remember with warmth the day we spent with Greg at a photography workshop
in The New Forest.
This event was specifically planned to help WCC nature enthusiasts gain experience with
their wildlife photography and to eventually achieve their diploma aims, Greg fully enjoyed
that day.
Rest in peace Greg.

I hope you enjoy reading the Newsletters - unfortunately how interesting they are does
depend on the NEWS and Articles sent to me!!
I do realise it is difficult in these strange times to be able to gather new work but I am
sure you will have interesting items lurking in your back catalogues!

I look forward to hearing from you - Judy
email:- w-news@worcscc.uk
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Once again during these days of pandemic restrictions and lockdown it’s good to report another success for one of our participants in the WCC Diploma Scheme. We’re very pleased to
announce that Lawrence Keen has achieved the required standard to be awarded the
WCC Specialised Diploma in Landscape Photography.
With determination and focus, Lawrence has worked diligently to achieve the standard.
It’s all about working at your own pace, learning and support. Our team of Landscape
Advisors were always available to offer advice and guidance. As Lawrence approached the
final stages of the work, the team was able to provide helpful input about ‘final tweaks’
and panel layout.
Clive Haynes FRPS
WCC Diploma Scheme Coordinator

Lawrence says:Spending time in the varied landscape of the UK is one of my favourite pastimes and I was
eager to concentrate on this for my specialised diploma, I have included images from various seasons, high mountains & moorland, to rivers, bridges and coastal locations.
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After compiling my first panel many changes were made as I looked more closely at the
photos composition, exposure and relationship to the other surrounding images. During this
process I received assistance from various club members that were happy to spend some of
their time helping me to reach the required standards.
Working on this diploma over the 18 months has helped enormously with both the
composition and taking of images plus post processing activity.
With all of the problems this year of lockdown and limited travel I slowed to a halt and
following my submission was extremely pleased with the help & support I received from
the diploma team to complete my panel. I would recommend other members to engage in
this scheme, it has really helped to improve my photography.
Assessors were unanimous in awarding the Specialised Diploma to Lawrence
Here are some extracts from the Assessors remarks.
.....Lawrence has done a great job, taking the last round of comments and applying the suggestions to his panel. The photography and presentation is excellent and he should be congratulated on his work.
..... this a good, clean and well laid out panel. All the images are sharp and well presented.
It meets the criteria for a Specialist Diploma in Landscape Photography.
..... many images are superb including ‘Menai Suspension Bridge’, ‘Storm’, ‘Sunrise’ and ‘The
Prince of Wales Bridge’.
..... a very well presented and thoughtful panel with good variety.
A selection follows of Lawrence’s individual images:-
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June Cook took this ‘From the speakers perspective’ when she gave her talk on
September 17th 2019! - a lifetime a go!!
‘What wonderful happy faces’ she said - let us all hope that it won’t be too long before
we get back to the Bishop Allenby Hall.
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Our exhibition website www.EveshamPhoto.net.
Please visit the website for full details of the exhibition - see Rules and FAQs.

Please note the maximum image size 1600 pixels wide by a maximum of 1200 pixels high.4
Digital Sections (Please read FAQs for category definitions):Colour Images (overtly manipulated images should be entered in Experimental/Creative),
Monochrome Images, Natural History Images - (See FAQs for Nature Definition) Experimental /
Creative Images
Entries can be made Online, our preferred method, or Postal by CD.
John Kellett VECC Exhibition Chairmanemail: exhibition@eveshamcameraclub.co.uk
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